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Abstract. A typical problem in Software Engineering is how to guarantee that
all system’s requirements are correctly implemented through source code.
Traditionally, requirement tracing is a manual task comprised of keeping links
from requirements to source code, going through different modeling artifacts,
including models. However, these techniques cannot guarantee that
requirements are always correctly implemented by source code. Aiming at
solving this problem, Behavior-Driven Development (BDD) is a specification
technique that automatically checks if all functional requirements are treated
properly by source code through the connection of the textual description of
requirements to automated tests. Given that for Enterprise Information Systems,
requirements are usually identified by analyzing business process models, and
these processes are implemented through workflows, connecting workflows to
automated tests through BDD specifications can provide automated
requirements traceability. The aim of this paper is to briefly present this
proposal and show how it was implemented for the open source ERP5 system.
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1 Introduction
Requirement tracing is a typical Software Engineering matter that can be described as
how to guarantee that all functional requirements are implemented correctly by the
source code. Many techniques were developed to address requirement tracing, such as
the use of the Requirements Traceability Matrix [1], which keeps track of the source
code elements that realize the requirements. These artifacts require that developers
determine by hand, for each functional requirement, which classes collaborate to
implement it. This technique is time consuming and error prone, given that the
traceability work is done manually and through the introduction of an additional
artifact - the matrix. The ideal way of keeping track of requirements is directly linking
them to source code.
Behavior-Driven Development (BDD) [2] is a specification technique that links
functional requirements to source code, through the connection of the textual
representation of the requirements to automated tests. BDD extends Test-Driven
Development (TDD) [3], which in turn is a technique that consists of writing test
cases for every programming task, before these implementations are performed. TDD
is intended to achieve the correct solution that exactly matches the business problem

at unit and integration levels [4] – while BDD takes care of the acceptance level,
where requirements reside.
For Enterprise Information Systems, identify requirements by analyzing business
process models facilitates the participation of the domain experts [5]. Business
processes, in turn, are implemented through workflows. Therefore, connecting
workflows to automated tests through BDD specifications can provide an end to end
traceability of requirements, as well as facilitate communication among developers
and domain experts. This paper aims at presenting the application of BDD to the
Open Source ERP (FOS-ERP) ERP5 [6], as a way of showing how this technique can
drive the development of high quality business systems. The proposal here presented
is a simpler variation of the Business Language Driven Development (BLDD)
technique [7], which extends BDD by using business process models to drive the
testing process. This paper is organized as follows: after this introduction, BDD main
characteristics are briefly presented; followed by the description of the application of
it to ERP5, and finally conclusive remarks are commented.

2 Introducing BDD
BDD starts by defining requirements using specific keywords that tag the type of the
sentence, indicating how it is going to be treated in the subsequent development
phases. These descriptions are written in an Ubiquitous Language (UL), which is a
language structured around the domain model and used by all team members to
connect all the activities of the team with the software [8]. In summary, requirements
are described sets of Given-When-Then constructs (GWT) [9]:
Given a Context (or a system State)
When an Event happens (or an user Action)
Then an Action is taken (or a system Reaction)
From this point onwards, a story runner maps the natural language sentences into
the underlying programming language equivalent calls, while keeping the same
abstraction level. The next step is to write acceptance tests to the generated steps,
pieces of code that excite the source code that implements the system. By wrapping
all implementation code with tests, which in turn are automatically tied to the
business requirements using the GWT constructs, the need for requirement
documentation is fulfilled, having the advantage of making the whole system
verifiable automatically at any time. Therefore, the use of BDD allows reducing the
risks and effort to implement a given change in an information system; hence the
system can be continuously improved without making the cost of change grow
exponentially, avoiding Boehm's Cost of Change Curve phenomena [10]. Moreover,
the Then constructs represent the tests' acceptance criteria, stating an objective
method to validate if a given requirement is done.
According to [7], BDD provides an automated and cost effective way of keeping
requirements traceability, addressing each of the challenges introduced by
Kannenberg and Saiedian [11]:

- Cost: it is able to provide full tracing in a way that is even cheaper than Value-based
requirement tracing [12]. Requirements are tied to tests, so that if tests return nonexpected values or simply are not implemented, the tool will automatically point out
the problem.
- Managing change: there is no need to impose “strong discipline in maintaining the
accuracy of traceability”, instead, BDD tools make all the necessary checks
automatically. Whenever a requirement changes, the tests will not run until the code is
also changed accordingly. Moreover, by changing a requirement and immediately
running a complete build, errors will pop-up in specific places where the system must
be changed, easing effort estimation.
- Different stakeholder viewpoints: standards provide no guidance to traceability [11],
through BDD, it is possible for any stakeholder to check system consistency, since it
is based on executable documentation. Even end users can push a button and check its
higher level error messages.
- Organizational problems: according to [11], “the easiest way to correct
organizational problems related to traceability is through the use of policy and
training”. BDD provides a proper policy for traceability because it enforces the
connection between code and requirements.
- Poor tool support: the correct combination and use of BDD and TDD testing tools
results in a development environment which monitors and alerts about inconsistencies
introduced in the code.

3 BDD in ERP5
ERP5 is an open source ERP that offers an enterprise-wide system based on the open
source Zope platform. This platform integrates an object database, a workflow engine,
a content management framework, and rapid GUI scripting [6]. ERP5 has different
variants for industry, governments, and services, including CRM, MRP, SCM, Sales,
Payroll, and others modules.
The motivation to use BDD in an ERP that works on top of a workflow engine is to
connect tests directly to the workflows, thus joining the business logic represented by
the workflows to the requirements comprehension represented by automated tests, or,
in other words, checking the validity of the mapping from the business experts’
definitions to the developers’ definitions.
The first step to use BDD in ERP5 was to map GWT constructs to state-based
business process models, given that ERP5’s workflow engine is state-based. This task
was facilitated by the fact that GWT constructs represent a state machine, connecting
the human concept of cause and effect, to the software concept of input-processoutput. According to [13], this convention “is simply a state transition, and that BDD
is really just a way to describe a finite state machine. Clearly Given is the current state
of the system to be explored, When describes an event or stimulus to that system, and
Then describes the resulting state of the system.” Therefore, the set of all scenarios of
a given business requirement can be represented by a Finite State Machine.
Following this reasoning, and using the mappings from the most common business
process patterns to GWT constructs provided by [14], it was developed an ERP5

module which connects the system’s workflows to their automated tests through
detailed definitions described using GWT.
The sequence of steps for using the Feature Module for implementing a given
business process is as follows:
a) Represent the business process in the system using a state-based workflow.
b) Describe the feature’s goal and its business value.
c) Define each scenario (state change) supplying examples.
d) Using the values defined in the Given and When clauses, write the automated
tests. Tests success will be checked by comparing their results to the
acceptance criteria defined in the Then tags.
e) Write the source code that implements the workflow, and that will be excited
by the tests.
f) Run the tests and check for their correctness.
In order to exemplify this process, the ERP5’s Basic Sale Opportunity business
process, showed in Fig.1, is used.

Fig 1.: ERP5’s Basic Sales Opportunity process.
Fig. 2 shows the Module’s main form used to describe the feature, as well as to list
its scenarios. Features are described for the sake of defining their business value. The
arrow in the figure indicates the icon to create a new scenario.
Following BDD’s incremental and test-first process, the following sequence of
steps is performed for each state change on the workflow: (i) create a scenario
defining the example values for the tests and the acceptance criteria, (ii) write
automated acceptance tests, (iii) write the equivalent source code, (iv) run the tests
until there are successful. In order to support this incremental process, the Feature
Module allows the execution of each scenario independently. The result of running
the scenario “Sale Opportunity is Submitted” is shown in Fig. 3. The first four lines
prepare the environment for the test, creating the workflow object, while the fifth and
the sixth lines are responsible, respectively, for firing the transition, and checking if
the workflow is in the expected state - submitted.

Fig 2. Creating the Feature and defining its value.

Fig. 3 Results of running the scenario “Sale Opportunity is Submitted.” The red arrow
marks the firing of the transition and the checking of the workflow state.
After defining all scenarios, it is possible to run the workflow’s different paths.
Fig. 4 shows the “happy path” of the sale opportunity, ending in the sold state.

Fig. 4 Sales opportunity’s happy path tests successfully ran.
Fig. 5 shows what happens if the test fails for a given scenario, for demonstration
purposes, a wrong expected state called “not enquired” was used as acceptance
criterion, while the source code changes the state to “enquired”, raising an assertion
error. In that way it is possible to identify which specific part of the workflow is not
in accordance to the acceptance criteria, and even a business expert can identify what
is the problem by checking the test log. If other errors were present they would be
raised one by one.
Although the workflow logic already provides, by nature, the current state (Given),
the event and its conditions (When), and the new state (Then), the textual
representation of the workflow provided by the GWT constructs is necessary for two
reasons: (i) provide example values for the automated texts and (ii) describe internal
changes in the information system, such as the creation of objects.

Fig. 5 Test failed while trying to transit to a wrong state.

4 Conclusions
This paper aimed at briefly presenting the first implementation of the BDD technique
into an ERP, in this case, the open source ERP5. Moreover, it showed an ERP5
module specifically developed to integrate the BDD’s features with ERP5’s
workflows. In that way, the goal of joining the advantages of using BDD to keep track
of all requirements while using an underlying workflow engine was reached.
A future direction is making the Feature Module able of, by checking a given
workflow’s configuration, generating the GWT constructs, guaranteeing that all
transitions will be implemented. By changing the generation of GWT constructs to a

specific language that reflects a state-based workflow, as proposed by [7], it is
possible to use a single a unique language for describing both business process and
testing details.
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